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NEW

Men’s gift stationery at Joules takes inspiration from
our classic British heritage, but you’ll find unexpected details and
contemporary twists throughout the range. For everything from
hardwearing men’s tools and stylish accessories to useful stationery,
whether you’re making your way down country lanes or adventuring
along city streets, Joules men’s collection has you covered.

Wash Bag
Scrub up and head out with this navy
washbag, complimented with a patterned
inner lining of the great outdoors.
Providing generous storage for your
toiletries when you’re on the go or out
seeking adventure. Fabric outer covering
and lining are made with rPET (from
recycled plastic bottles).

JLS2142
Trade: £10.83 | Pack size: 6
MADE FROM R-PET

Patterned Lining

Multi Tool Bike Kit
Credit Card Tool
Sometimes you can’t always have a large toolkit to
hand for those quick fixes when you’re on the go,
with 9 tools-in-one you don’t need to! This robust
stainless steel tool fits neatly in your wallet.

Keep on moving with this durable multi-tool
bicycle repair kit . Easy to carry and store,
it features 15 handy tools for out and about
emergencies, perfect for bicycle commutes
or off-road adventures.

JLS2123 | Trade: £8.33 | Pack size: 6

JLS2134 | Trade: £4.17 | Pack size: 6
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Patterned Lining

Textured Card Cover

A5 Journal

Multi Tool Pen

A5 Flexi notebook with linen fabric spine, elastic closure
and patterned end papers. Includes 160 lined pages.

Who said pens are just for writing? With this
multi tool pen you can serve many uses in one
finger-grip, featuring 5 tools, including hidden
screwdrivers!

JLS2160 | Trade: £6.25 | Pack size: 6

JLS2135 | Trade: £7.50 | Pack size: 6

AirPod Case with carabiner clip
March to your own beat! This AirPod case with
carabiner clip provides safe storage for your AirPods
and prevents any rummaging around. Clip it to your
belt loop, keys, or bag for quick and efficient access.
Case made from eco-friendly wheat straw. Helping
to reduce plastic waste in our environment with this
sustainable plant-based material.
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JLS2125 | Trade: £5.00 | Pack size: 6
MADE FROM WHEAT STRAW

Pencil Case
This navy pencil case with orange accents
brings the outdoors in with it’s wilderness
patterned lining, which provides great
storage for your stationery essentials and
bits and bobs. Fabric outer covering and
lining are made with rPET (from recycled
plastic bottles).

JLS2140 | Trade: £7.50 | Pack size: 6
MADE FROM R-PET
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Ceramic Mug and Socks
Boots off, kettle on! Put your feet up in these cosy boot socks
and bring a little bit of comfort and warmth in the form of this
chunky ceramic mug, perfect for that much needed brew.

JLS2143 | Trade: £7.50 | Pack size: 6
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Lunch Box with Cutlery
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Whatever the adventure, this eco-friendly PLA
lunchbox secured with elastic band provides
great storage and includes cutlery for food on
the go. Food-grade safe and plastic free,
it features a branded solid bamboo wood lid.

JLS2122
Trade: £8.33 | Pack size: 6
MADE FROM PLA & REUSEABLE

Water Bottle
Fill up and head out with this easy
to carry, durable double walled
metal water bottle. With 600ml
capacity it keeps your liquids hot
for 12 hours or cold for 24 hours, so
you can enjoy every sip. Made from
easy-to-clean stainless steel with
a powder-coat finish, with a sturdy
Joules etched logo lid.

JLS2130
Trade: £9.17 | Pack size: 6
REUSEABLE

Travel Cup
Thirsty for adventure? Hit the road with our
robust 330ML double-walled travel cup made
from quality stainless steel. Keeps you hydrated
with hot beverages for up to 10 hours or cold
drinks for 12 hours. Finished with a powder coat
paint with etched Joules logo base.

JLS2131 | Trade: £8.33 | Pack size: 6
REUSEABLE
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